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What makes us humans? 

WARM-UP 

Answer questions below. 

What springs to your mind when you hear the word “human”?  

What are the main features of a human? 

Are the human unique? How do they differ from other species?  

Are they masters and lords of the Earth?  

How do you understand innovation? Give some examples. 

How could be a stone related to the newest Iphone?  

 

Play a game by typing all of the words from the video. You don’t need to create an account.  

https://lyricstraining.com/play/the-avengers/humans/HJ3ymUHb4J#e5w 

 

GRAMMAR/VOCABULARY POINT 

Pay attention to those two tables showing usage of words relate to “human”.  

SINGULAR man woman human 

PLURAL men women humans 

 

If all of them contain (and refer to “man”), aren’t the plurals all the same?  the reason is pretty simple and 

surprising. “Man” and “woman” do not derive from the same language as the word “human” does. “Human” 

comes from Latin, while "man" and "woman" come from Old English (has Germanic roots). That's an 

occasional explanation why some nouns are irregular or exceptional - they don't share a common origin even if 

it seems opposite.  

 

PERSON PEOPLE PEOPLES PERSONS 

one human being, 

singular of people 

 

 

 

Collocations: 

disabled person,  

the only person, 

evil person, 

 

  

plural of “a person”, used to 

refer to everyone, 

or informally to the group 

 

Collocations: 

to be a people person 

(really sociable) 

folks, members of the same 

group 

(usually the same [e.g. ethnic] 

community), nationalities 

 

Collocations:  

peoples are boring,  

Legalistic context, about right 

of law or 

status,   

 

Collocations: 

physical persons,  

third persons, 

persons found in possessions of 

sth 

 

[also can be archaic and very 

formal option of “people”]  

 

Man and mankind 

Traditionally, we use man to refer to all human beings, male and female, usually in contrast with other animals. However, 

many people consider this to be sexist, so it is better to use a different expression, such as human beings. 

https://lyricstraining.com/play/the-avengers/humans/HJ3ymUHb4J#e5w
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/informally
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/group
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Mankind can also refer to all human beings, male and female, usually in the sense of social or conscious beings. Although 

people generally consider it less sexist than man, it is usually better to use a different expression, such as human 

beings (with a plural verb) or humankind (with a singular verb). 

[Source: https://dictionary.cambridge.org]  

 

READING 

Read the text below and express your impression and opinion about the topic.  

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

Did you mention any of those factors at the beginning of the lesson? Do you have any diff ideas?  

 

 

 

[Source: https://www.grunge.com/] 

 

DISCUSSION 

Did you mention any of the factors described above?  

What about an idea of sharing DNA with bananas? 

Did humans evolve from monkey? If so, how if there are still monkeys? 

How are human similar to monkeys? 

Can monkeys talk?  

May all the apes  (Hominine) evolve into humans some day?  

Do people have any common behaviors with their pets?  

[source: https://imgur.com/]  

 

WATCHING: 

1. Watch the first 49 seconds of the video.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ub2cjjNGgpM 

Did you get what helped our ancestors to evolve?  

Give three distinctive  abilities that we developed to become the humans we are now. What kind of discovery 
helped Homo to manage those abilities?  

Do you agree that those are the most crucial factors and they can set humans apart forever? What is their 
impact on our daily life? Do you think that we can expand them even more in future? 

 

 

 

 

Just looking at our DNA wont’ tell us anything. the human genome is 99% 

identical to a chimpanzee's and, for that matter, 44% to a banana's. We do, 

however, have bigger brains than most animals – not the biggest, but 

packed with three times as many neurons as a gorilla (86bn to be exact). A 

lot of the things we once thought distinguishing about us – language, tool-

use, recognizing yourself in the mirror – are seen in other animals. 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/
https://www.grunge.com/
https://imgur.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ub2cjjNGgpM
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VOCABULARY  

(to be) rife with sth – to be full of  

to pave sth – make it solid, stiffen 

to forage for sth – search, look for, hunt 

reciprocity – mutual exchange  

to distinctive – notable, characteristic 

to ancestors – descended, precursor, foregoer 

to set apart – to separate, to distinguish.  

2. Watch the video to the end. Discuss.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Multifaceted processes                                          BRAIN EXPANDS IN SIZE AND COMPLEXITY          

Neurobiological plasticity                                     IMPROVEMENT OF BEHEVIORS IN SOCIAL WORLD 

 

 

 

creating art, conquering places around the globe, building more and more  

dynamic groups, increasing cooperation, 

 

Why are connections shown by the graph above rife of reciprocity? How do they interact?  

How do three main skills (to imagine, to create, to learn/teach) pave the way to art and dynamic group? How 
does it happen an opposite direction?  

FOLLOW-UP 

https://lyricstraining.com/play/michael-jackson/human-nature/HHg21StSCH 

 

FAST FINISHER ACTIVITY  

3. Watch the video and answer the questions.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8EuTwPy4UY 

Is really the mind and its habits and abilities responsible for our humanity?  

Why was the human evolution called “simple” in the video?  

Is it worth to ask those kind of fundamental questions nowadays? Is it more linked to philosophy or biology?  

IMAGINE 
CREATE 

TEACH  

& LEARN 

https://lyricstraining.com/play/michael-jackson/human-nature/HHg21StSCH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8EuTwPy4UY

